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... Message From President’s Desk ...
Dear Friends,
I am happy to welcome you all to the Bengali Association of Nevada’s Durga Puja 2018.
The Bengali Association of Nevada was created in my home in 2009, and since then I have
watched this organization blossom. I am honored to serve as President of BANV and bring you
our 10th Annual Durga Puja.
As President, I have sought to expand our organization through new and exciting initiatives. For
instance, we have created the first version of our very own magazine “Marudyan” for this Durga
Puja. Marudyan translates to “oasis” in English, which is our aim for BANV. We hope this
organization can serve as a means to celebrate our heritage in a country far from our own and be
able to pass our cultural traditions to future generations.
I would like to thank the Executive Committee for all their contributions to this event’s success.
A huge thank you to all the members who have practiced for weeks to perform at our cultural
program and to those who have contributed to Marudyan. Thank you all for attending this event.
We hope you will continue to support us as this would not have been possible without your
generosity.
Best wishes,

Lipika Mukhopadhyay
President | Bengali Association of Nevada

… Updates from Bengali Association of Nevada …
Dear Friends,
The committee of the Bengali Association of Nevada (BANV) would like to wish you a very happy Durga Puja! We
would like to thank you for all your support during the past year and hope that we can count on your continued
engagement with our very own BANV community.
As we took over from the very able hands of the previous committee−whom we would like to thank for all their
hard work−we made a commitment to ourselves as well as the BANV community. We wanted to take this
community forward−by encouraging engagement amongst the community members, raising the scale of events,
and raising funds for our community. In the spirit of continuous improvement, our vision is to build a stronger
community that we can all continue to be proud of.
With these objectives in mind, the BANV committee set forth on several new ventures this year. We would like to
present you with a synopsis of our recent efforts. This helps with our aim of being transparent and accountable to
the BANV community. Any feedback from you is greatly appreciated.
I.

Securing a new venue for our events

This was essential as our last Puja in 2017 was well-attended, and we often exceeded the capacity for our previous
venue, the Desert Shores Community Center. The committee worked diligently to search for a new venue, so that
we could have a grander Durga Puja, a much more compelling local cultural event, and accommodate our guest
artist from India. After visiting/contacting about 25 schools, we were finally successful in securing the multipurpose
room at the Dean Allen Elementary School, which, we hope, will serve our requirements very well. The school has
a large space and an impressive stage, which will push up our cultural events by several notches. We thank the
school’s principal, Ms. Juanita Frasier, for allowing us to reserve the school for our events.
II.

Fundraising for our community

This was a critical venture if we needed to keep up with the rising costs, while continuing to organize our Durga
Puja celebrations in a bigger and better way. We are extremely happy to have raised more than $9000 from our
external and internal sponsors, including food sponsors for our Sunday lunch. We offer a heartfelt thanks to our
sponsors, without whom our vision of BANV and its events would not have been possible.
III.

BANV Magazine

The committee took steps this year to re-launch the erstwhile BANV magazine “Sphulingo”, under a new name:
“Marudyan” (means oasis in Bengali). We are publishing the first edition of Marudyan in 2018, in conjunction with
Durga Puja. This magazine contains literary contributions from our BANV community members and their friends and
families. This magazine also provides us an opportunity to highlight, thank, and celebrate our sponsors, which is a
very important aspect of fundraising. One of the primary motivations of launching this magazine was to have an
opportunity to secure more external sponsorships. We would especially like to thank Subhendu, Biswarup and Prinita
for their tireless efforts in bringing this magazine to fruition.
We would also like to thank Mr. Debraj Goswami, Assistant Professor at The M.S.University of Baroda & a renowned
artist (2007 Emerging Indian Masters at Royal College of Art London), for his generous contribution in creating the
lovely logo for “Marudyan”.

IV.

BANV Website

The BANV committee took steps toward upgrading the BANV website: https://bengalinv.org . This website is now
fully functional and contains updates, information, and capabilities of online payment for our BANV events. We
hope that you visit this website and use it (e.g., for making payments) to help us streamline our BANV activities, such
as disseminating important information, making salient announcements, and collecting funds for our events. A
special thanks to Adnan, who has helped us develop the website; he also hosts it on his server. Having a web
presence is critical in this digital age, and we will continue to upgrade the website, in terms of improving its
aesthetics and adding more functionalities as needed.
V.

BANV on Social Media

This year, the committee also increased the social media presence of our community. We now have a Facebook
profile, “BA NV” (note the space in between). We would request you to become “friends” of BA NV on Facebook.
This is another avenue where we can market and promote our events to a larger populace. Some of you may
have already seen the guest artist (Chandrika Bhattacharya) flyers being circulated via Facebook. We will continue
to do so in the future, so you may be getting important communication through this social media channel as well.
We would like to thank our treasurer Sunil, who tirelessly maintains this Facebook profile.
VI.

Marketing and Sales

This committee believes in inclusivity and improving attendance at our events. With that objective in mind, we
reached out to individuals outside the immediate BANV community and have been reasonably successful in that
effort. For example, we have individuals from outside BANV performing during our Saturday night local talent
program. We also have a few non-BANV members who are visiting us for that event as well. We have also promoted
our Sunday night guest artist event (Chandrika Bhattacharya) to non-BANV members and have received
assurances from these individuals that they would be attending our Sunday night event. Importantly, we are selling
tickets separately for our Saturday night and Sunday night events, thus increasing our BANV funds from these sale
proceedings. Our aim is to increase the number of stakeholders of BANV, such that we grow to be a bigger and
more inclusive community.
VII.

Equipment Purchases

Music is the food of life and we Bengalis are a strongly cultural breed! We do enjoy a good musical event! And one
of the important aspects of a good event, especially with our new venue, is a suitable music system. Therefore, the
committee decided to invest in purchasing a brand-new music system (speakers, microphones, mixer etc.), which
we hope will do justice to the demands of our cultural programs- both those by local and guest artists. We are
thankful to Nirmalya Da for letting us use his music system for so long.
Apart from purchasing a new music system, the committee has also purchased a projector system, which was used
during the Rabindra-Nazrul Sandhya. We will use it for many purposes, including highlighting our sponsors and
playing any promotional videos that they may provide us. It was quite crucial in getting sponsorships for our events,
as the fact that we could play promotional/marketing videos appealed to our sponsors. We have other uses in
mind, such as having a “Bengali Movie” afternoon during our events but will wait to hear from the community on
this.

VIII.

Preparing for IRS tax-free status

One of the important initiatives we undertook was to prepare for the IRS 501 (c) 3 tax free status. This is very
important as we move forward, as it allows us to avail of donations and other monetary benefits. This required a
modification of our bylaws to be consistent with IRS demands. We thank all those who put their time and effort into
preparing us to apply for the IRS 501 (c) 3 tax free status. A special thanks to Bimal Da who helped us with all the
descriptions/details of our activities that were mandated by IRS.
IX.

Pre-planning for next year

One of the other initiatives that our committee has taken is to pre-plan for upcoming events. That helps us to avoid
any last-minute confusions. We have already reserved the dates and venue for our 2019 events (barring the picnic).
Please refer to our event listing on our website: https://bengalinv.org/events.
X.

Searching for Food Vendors

Again, in the spirit of continuous improvement, the committee wanted to increase its options for food vendors. We
are happy to say that our search for food vendors has provided us with an important contact. We are catering
from that vendor on Sunday night. Having the option of an additional vendor gives us more degrees of freedom.
On this note, we should thank Sumita, who graciously solved our vendor problem during Rabindra-Nazrul Sandhya!
As we look forward to the next year, we have reason to be optimistic. Ours is a strong and well-knit community with
great camaraderie amongst our members. We hope that we will continue to receive your support as we look to
taking our community to greater heights!
Last but not the least, a sincere thanks to all of you who have helped us. We could not mention all your names
here, but please rest assured that the committee appreciates all your help and contribution.
Thank you all!

JOY MA DURGA!!!
The BANV Committee
(Lipika, Joyati, Sutirtha, and Sunil)

Lipika Mukhopadhyay

Joyati Goswami

Sutirtha Chatterjee

Sunil K Vasu

President | BANV

Director|BANV

Secretary | BANV

Treasurer|BANV

Bengali Association of Nevada
would like to express their special thanks to

Previous Committee Directors
President

Rathindra Goswami

Vice President

Lipika Mukhopadhyay

Secretary

Ruben Ghosal

Treasurer

Sanjay Karmokar

Cultural Secretary

Sumita Acharya

Bimal & Dipti Mukhopadhyay
For guiding us year after year in all Puja occasions
And
Being generous to perform rituals despite of odd circumstances

Shuktika Chatterjee
Sumita Acharya
Debashree Sil
&
Soumendra Mookerjee
For their continuous effort towards organizing cultural event

Sayantani Ray
For her involvement in media & public relations

All the Community members
for joining us
And
Making this Autumn Festival great
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Mathnasium Centers in the Las Vegas Valley
Mathnasium of Green Valley
55 S Valle Verde Dr #450
(702) 445-7683

Mathnasium of Anthem, NV
Anthem Highlands
2850 Bicentennial Pkwy Suite 110
(702) 979-6282

Mathnasium of Summerlin
Trails Village Center
1990 Village Center Cir #10
Las Vegas, NV
(702) 248-8887

Mathnasium of Las Vegas Aliante
6536 N Decatur Blvd #150,
Las Vegas, NV 89131
(702) 608-5550

Mathnasium Centennial Gateway
5765 Centennial Center Blvd Suite # 140
Las Vegas, NV 89149
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Mathnasium of Red Rock
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Mathnasium of Rhodes Ranch
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My Aesthetic Narcissist
--Mala S Chatterjee
I touched you, once - on a
Bus, in the darkness I read
Your palm with my fingers
And I told you you’d live long.
You asked me if I was finished;
I said no, because I couldn’t let go.
You know your smile never struck
Me. It’s your idle expression The anger and hatred that burns
In your dark eyes, and the grim
Narcissism that drags down
Either end of your lips - both
Only glossy as you turn the corner
And conclude you’re still
In mind, but out of sight.
You’re bitter, both in your taste,
And in your flavor. The strange
Depths of your mind intrigue
Me, attract me, vindicate me,
And disappoint me. I hate
Your name and I hate your
Glory but I’d lock eyes with
You if I had the chance, and the tool.
Your act, as rawly crafted as an
Art, synthetic, aesthetic, dripping
With vanity, like you, those plastic
Words tarnish me, and yet they keep
My thumbs still, unlike when
I’m waiting.

Metal
Rahul Mukhopadhyay
Gold, silver, and copper are me,
I am harder than brick or tree.
I am used to protect or harm.
Any man’s chest or arm.
I am wealth,
And I am health.
No one can live without me;
For I am metal, you see.
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…Art Work…

--Prinita Kundu Basak

--Prinita Kundu Basak

--Rahul Mukhopadhyay

--Riya Mukhopadhyay
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Heartily Congratulations
to all BANV Members

From
Rathindra, Joyoti, Sharmi & Ayan Goswami
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COME NOW, OH MOTHER DURGA, WITH THY JOLT OF
TRIDENT THUNDER
--Bimal Mukhopadhyay
Come Oh Mother Durga asmakom hridayesu (in our hearts),
Remove our dark cover of slumber in illusion,
Destroy our self-absorbed thoughts, efforts and actions by ego.
Ignite the flame of Thy purification torch and burn our dross to ashes,
Rinse our heart so our illusion-covered soul shines brightly again
And unites with the Spirit, returning us Home we wandered away.
Lord made us in His own image and endowed with His own free will
To play with Him in His Dream Creation to our hearts content, but
Not to be entangled in it, and to stay in His playful bosom forever!
We misused the endowed free will--tossed our divine birthright,
And mesmerized by and lost in our illusive-dream, we abandoned Him.
Waiting ever since, He is beckoning us to return Home in His bosom.
Thou, Oh Mother Durga, Our Heavenly Father in duality,
You cometh with trumpet-call each year to wake us from our dream
But we do not hear the trumpet-call, turn over to sleep ever deeper!
We, Thy errant and lost children, remain deeply in the illusive slumber,
Not heeding Your wakeup call, keep wondering in ever deeper darkness,
Our ignorance weighing heavier on Your calm, Cosmic-Dream play!
Come now, oh Mother, with Your jolt of trident thunder, destroy our stony cover,
Take away all of Your toys and tantalizing games and chisel us into the shape
That we may wake up, reclaim our birthright and head Home in You forever!
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WHERE ART THOU, MY BELOVED?

Eternal EPIC

-- Bimal Mukhopadhyay

-- Himankush Saha

Shed all the masks thou have donned deluded by Maya,
Wash away with tears the dross gathered through incarnations,
Dive deeper within thee with thy earnest yearning for Me,
There I am waiting to hear from thee all along for millenniums,
For thou to come Home in My bosom, My prodigal child!

Oh, The One, The Lord, The Cosmic One
Can it be said this way?
At start everything evolves from you
At end everything comes to you
From dark light more light
From Light dark more dark
Mother’s instinct saves a child
Father’s presence creates a child
Then the Lord the Cosmic One
Which part you play a mother, a father or both
Can it be said this way
The Cosmic One desires to pass Inheritance
Then a new start, a new beginning and
The creation of derived Inheritances, the Lords, more
Lords
Lords declaring themselves as Cosmic One
Creating conflicts, more conflicts to be like the Cosmic One
Where are you now the Cosmic One?
Cosmic One had all the darkness all the lights
The Cosmic One shall ever be again “One”?
Yes,
Cosmic One has a spirit, “Universal Inheritance”
Exist, shall exist for Eternal time
Then do I have Cosmic One’s Inheritance?

Long so intensely within so it shatters the shackles of eons
Accrued by ever-tantalizing delusion of Maya.
Enmeshed in ignorance, thou left Me lonely long ago,
And in the veil of darkness in netherworlds,
Ever further and further thou moving away from Me,
Suffering, paining, smiling in delusion at times,
Dreaded by dream cycles of birth, destitution and death,
Never heading my unceasing cry for thee, “come Home in Me”.
I urge thee wake up now, shun the dream, and break the shackles,
Arouse thy will ever more intensely to come Home in Me.
The delusive fog then will begin to thin by thy longing for Me,
And thou will sense perceiving the Holy Om sound within,
First ever so faintly and occasionally, as thy love for me deepens.
Unceasingly praying dive deeper in devotion and longing for me,
Lo! Suddenly thou hearest Om, Om, Om in thy spinal highway,
As thou deeply chant Om, Om, Om in indomitable zeal within,
Thy consciousness merging in the Om vibration in thy spinal
chakras,
Ever calm and peaceful, thou oblivious to thy worldly presence,
Aware of naught but Om, Om, Om within, without, everywhere.
Know then thou My child, this omnipresent Om is naught but Me,
And Thou art on thy highway to be Home shortly in Me for
eternity!
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The Unknown
--Dora Chatterjee

Why? is the question that has been racing through my mind. Why did I have to go to that room, the room
where my doom awaited me? I’m sitting all alone trying to get it out of my head but it won’t leave me now, not
ever. You must be wondering what I have been blabbering about because you don’t know the story. Let me
introduce myself first--I am Max Miller and I am 15 years old. You know the Miller company; that is what my
parents own, Cindy and Kevin Miller. We live in a big mansion that is a little away from town.You probably are
thinking that I’m rich and I am whining about something silly, but what I’m about to tell you will be something
different, something you wish that you never heard.
Up till a few weeks ago, I had been living a lavish life with having all the things that I wanted and going out
with friends, you know, the usual. One day, I just had a feeling of wanting to know how my parents became all
this successful, starting with the history of the company and their life. Sooner or later, I would have to help
them in managing their company (or at least I thought so). I brought up this discussion during dinner time.
“Mom, Dad, how did you guys create this company?” They glanced at each other in a suspicious manner and
answered, “You are a young teenage boy. You do not have to worry about these things at the moment.”
It felt like they did not want to bring this topic up, as if they were afraid of what will happen if I found out. I
soon decided that if they do not tell me, I would unmask the mystery alone. Of course, I kept that thought to
myself.
On my first day of the quest, I was walking around our mansion when I came across a room that I have
never seen before. It was locked and the door looked very fragile and old. But when I tried to open it, I was
extremely surprised at how strong it held. For the next few days, I would walk past that door everyday, thinking
of what secrets it may hold. I realized that I need to find a way to open that door in order to get to what is
behind it. There were many things that I tried to use to break the lock, starting from using a hammer to bringing
liquid nitrogen. Unfortunately, nothing worked. After failing all of my attempts, I stood in front of the door and
“asked” why it did not open. While I was standing in front of the door, contemplating, I had a feeling that
someone could hear what my inside desired. To my surprise, at that moment, the lock broke. This showed me
that if I really want to do something, I should believe and continue to work for it. What I found behind the door
left me confused and scared.
What I saw was that there were rocks in a circular pattern that surrounded an upside down cross. It all
seemed very absurd, considering the fact that my family is atheist and thus we have never had any kind of
spiritual items in our house. Ever since that day, I would walk into the room secretly and look around for clues
as to what is in there. A few days went by and I decided to look up on the internet about what this could be
about. I know, it seems dumb. But hey, the internet has answers to everything, right? So as I conducted my
research and read some articles (which was weird because I did not think that what I saw would actually be on
the internet) I found out that I have been lied to my whole life. My parents were Satanic worshippers!
At that moment, I was in a state of shock. I did not know what to do or how to react. One thing that I
knew for sure was that they were dangerous, and if they found out that I learned their secret, my life may
not be spared. Now, it may seem odd to you as to why my own parents may kill me just because I know
something that I am not supposed to know, but bear with me for a second. After reading some more about
the Satanic group, I found out that in order to please Satan, parents can sacrifice their children. That leaves
me vulnerable to death. But I did not know that there was something worse to come.
Every night, I would see my parents go to that room after I discovered it. Fortunately, they did not find any
evidence of me being there, so I was safe for now. On the fourth night that I saw them, I followed them to see
what they were up to. When I reached the edge of the door, I heard them speaking in a different language that
I could not understand, a language that did not seem human. For some time, I just stood there contemplating
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my life and then I realized that if I am seen, I can be caught and potentially brutally murdered. Just as I was
about to turn around and walk back, I heard the language change back to English. At that moment, I decided
that I need to hear what they were talking about. Straining my ears, I caught that they were talking about how
they started the company; exactly what I wanted to know.
This is how their conversation progressed:
“Remember how we came to be in possession of this company, Kevin?” murmured my mom.
My dad replied, “Of course dear, that was the beginning of our mission that we still need to accomplish.” This
hit my head like a block of ice that had been thrown at my face. What mission? Does this mission harm anyone?
Does it harm me? All kinds of questions were circulating around my brain. I continued to listen, and I heard
my mom start the story.
“It was 20 years ago, when we first were introduced to this group. Being deprived in the Christian community,
we set out to write our own destiny. We then came across the one that deserves to be worshipped, Satan. From
the moment that we entered his group, we became the leaders that we were meant to be. He believed in our
abilities and assigned us our mission that we have made so much progress in.” I could not believe what was
happening.
“Honey, don’t forget how you used your brain to help us gain control of the company. You used your powers
efficiently on the actual owners to kill them and take their place. Without you, we would have been nothing.” I
wanted to run but I couldn’t. I needed to know what this mission was and I knew that I must stop it. My parents
finally decided to wrap up their story time session. I heard them walking out, so I ran quietly back to my room
and lay in bed silently, my mind reeling from what I had just witnessed and heard.
Next morning, I felt so uncomfortable sitting with them at breakfast.
“Are you okay, Max?” My mom asked worriedly.
How do you expect me to be okay when I find out that you are onto something
dangerous?
I faked a smile and answered, “ Of course mom. You know me; I’m always okay.”

All day at school, I was not able to concentrate one bit. After coming home, I did my homework and made
myself mentally prepared (in case of emergencies). All day, everyday, I felt like an evil presence followed me
around. I wanted everything to go back to normal but little did I know that life changing events were on their
and knocking at my door.
I followed my parents to the room and eavesdropped again. This time, they seemed a little worried. I hear
my mom say, “Our plan must not fail. We have promised Satan that all the world’s people will only worship him
and nothing must come in our way.”
Finally, my uncertainty had been answered. At that time, I went back to my room so that I could brainstorm
what I can do to stop them from taking over the world. For a few minutes, I sat and thought. How is all of
this true? The time was almost 3:00 AM when I decided that in the morning, I will come up with a plan.
Everything felt horrible as the day went by. I kept on thinking about what had been happening for the past
few days. All was a blur, and it felt like I was equally guilty as my parents because knowing the truth, I was
not making an attempt to save the world. As night fell, I decided not to follow them today. I needed sleep
and rest because things all around me seemed to fall apart.
The daytime was torture to glide through. All the thinking had me finally decided that it is time to confront
my parents about their deeds. This was the only way for me to be able to “stall the process.” This is when it
all starts to become darker than what it was already. We all sit down for dinner and I gather that courage to
confront them.
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“Mom, Dad I know who you are,” I said courageously. “You are Satanic worshippers who are trying to take
over the world and make Satan rule, aren’t you? Why? Why are you doing this? What are you going to gain by
taking control over innocent people?”
My parents exchanged petrified looks. My mom speaks first and says, “Max, I knew you were a little off the
past few days, but what makes you think that we could do such deeds?”
“I have proof. A few weeks ago I came across your secret room where you worship and I also heard you
guys talking about your mission.”
“Yes Max, what you know about us is absolutely true but there is one problem, you know too much and we
have no choice but to kill you,” My dad spoke up. I was shocked. I didn’t know what to say.
“Dad, how can you kill your own son?”
“I would have thought about that question if you were actually my son.”
“If I am not your son, then why have I been living with you for the past 15 years?”
“You are the son of our enemy--in other words, God. We had to keep you so that he and his followers could
become weak.”
Instantly, they produced knives and arrows out of thin air. They charged forward, a murderous intent in
their eyes. As a saw my life flash before my eyes, I suddenly felt different, like I was stronger than ever and
more confident. It was as if I had discovered some kind of hidden power. The weapons seemed to break upon
contact of my skin. I jumped out of my seat, knocking over my plate I had been eating for dinner. I raced
towards the knife drawer, and pulled out the first blade my hand could reach, clutching it firmly. I was ready to
attack.
I charged at my parents with full force, and as I sprinted towards them, they did not hold back their fire.
Knowing I had made the right choice, I pierced my Dad in the chest. He looked at me in a bleak sort of manner
and I watched as his body fell limply to the ground. My mother was appalled. She tried to make a run for it,
but I was able to stop her in her tracks. As I slowly approached her, and she pleaded for mercy, saying she
would change for good. I paid no attention to her regards, for I had enough of this nonsense.
As I held my weapon in my hand, I told her: “I have lost trust in the both of you. Killing you is the only way
I can end this monstrosity.” With all my strength, I lunged the blade into her stomach area, and she stopped
moving. Her head drooped back, and I fell to the ground. It was all over now.
For the past few days, I have been living all alone in the mansion because I am technically their heir and get
all the company’s ownership along with the house. Sometimes, I think that maybe there was another way to
stop them but at other times, I realize that what I did to them was right because I erased the chance of them
rising up again behind my back.

Wishing colour, bliss & beauty
to all BANV Members
in this Durga Puja
From

Abinash & Anjana Roy
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With Best Compliments

From

Dr. Deb, Lipika, Riya & Rahul
Mukhopadhyay
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7.2 billion People, How much more?!
-- Neel Vasu
As many people may know the world’s
population is massive. It consists of about an
approximation of 7.2 billion people and counting.
Soon the world’s population is going to go over the
Earth’s capacity for people. As humans we us up
many resources of the Earth, and the way our
population is growing we might have no other
organisms other than us. Our population growth
percentage is at about 1.12%. It has slowed down
from the past few years but we are still growing at a
fast pace. An approximation on how many births we
have per day is around 360,000. Around 151,600
people die per day in the world. From the nformation
above I know that the world’s population is growing
quickly and we have to slow it down eventually to
keep the Earth from holding over its capacity.
So what can we do to keep the Earth from
holding over its capacity? Well there are many
options in the world to use like a world war,
contraceptives and condoms, we can eliminate
policies that state that the government has to pay
the family for every child they have and instead
make the family pay the government, etc. Well a lot
of people don’t like to waste money, so we should
use that policy where the families have to pay the
government for every child they have. We could also
put down sanctions down on how many children a
family could have along with that. So a country’s
government could say for every child they have
extra they would have to pay extra taxes. Now no
one wants to pay extra taxes so this would be a
great idea.

This policy should also be used worldwide
because when China did it their population went
down fast. If China could do it, every other country
can do it. We also shouldn’t take out this policy
either because China also took out this policy after
they saw the marvelous results. If we keep this
policy the whole world will have a great result in the
future. However, we should only take out this policy
when it goes out of hand for the world because if we
have too less people we could have a problem with
jobs, the economy, the future, etc. But in my eyes
this won’t be a problem in the future which is why
we should keep this policy.
Our population is growing and if we use this
policy it is going to show mind blowing results. Our
population growth will go down by a lot. This will
benefit us in the future by saving many resources on
the Earth. This is why our planet as a whole should
come together to use this policy.

Using this policy will bring the population growth
down, which will benefit people in the long run. But
what are the negatives with this policy? A lot of
people will leave that country, protests will start
against the government, etc. But what else can we
do? By far this is the best idea to me because any
other idea would either be violent or impossible.
To me this will benefit the human race in the future.
Using this policy will save the Earth from going over
its capacity. If it goes over the capacity as I have
stated before we could lose other organisms that are
part of the Earth. It would turn into a mass
extinction period slowly and soon the human race
will be part of it.
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WHY AND HOW WE PERFORM MAA DURGA PUJA IN BENGALI
ASSOCIATION OF NEVADA USA
-- Bimal Mukhopadhyay

Introduction
The Purpose and Approach section provides a brief roadmap on how we structure our puja within the
available two days—Saturday and Sunday of a weekend, and yet stay within the matripacksa. The
matripacksa is the autumnal fortnight within which the sanatan dharmies perform the akaalbodhan (puja)
of Maa Durga each year. The section then provides a short narrative on why we do Maa’s puja---to awaken
shraddha in us, that is, to orient our hearts’ in reverence to our Source as shraddhabans. The Source is
Mother Durga, Who is our Heavenly Father in creative and combative duality. Shraddha develops and
nurtures devotion in our hearts for the Mother, which ignites the fire of unconditional love for Her. That
love makes Her lift us up on Her Blissful lap as Her long-lost prodigal children; and we are then in Nirbikalpa
Samadhi; in Home in Her forever! That samadhi state is the state of being a Son of God (avatar). It is the
core state of each of us, which most all of us, enmeshed in ego, since lost through countless incarnations.
Our only goal and destination now aught to be to develop shraddha.
Let our hearts ardently chant in pray:
We implore upon Thee, O Mother of all our mothers,
Awaken the shraddha hidden deep in our egoistic hearts.
Teach our hearts to offer themselves wholly on Thy lotus feet,
So we may worship Thee with all our love unconditional,
Fully blossoming in our heart-lotuses, we may unite with Thee.
Shedding then our mortal cages, eternally on Thy Blissful Lap,
We are in Nirbikalpa Samadhi! We are Home in Thee.
Gibamukta we, we then play anew joyfully with Thee,
In Thy Cosmic Maya, in any role pleases Thee, eternally!
Jai Maa Durga! Remove all veils of ignorance in and around us.
Deliver us from mortality; we are Thy children enmeshed in ignorance!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The Maa Durga Puja Steps section provides a detailed description of our puja on Saturday and Sunday.
The description provides the times for each key category of items on both days. Such breakdown of the
categories and their timing on both days allows the individual participants to schedule their personal time
so they may attend the puja categories they do not want to miss. For example, puspaanjali and aarati
categories appear to be two such categories. The detail step-by-step breakdown of the puja also allows
the attendees to follow the puja as it progresses.
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MAA DURGA PUJA STEPS
Saturday

Puja 10:30AM – 1:00PM

Puspaanjali 12:00PM

Sandhyaarati 6PM – 7PM

11:00AM BEGINNING
Ishtadevata Dhyaan –by all
Mahaamaayaa Durga Stab –by all
Mahaamrityunjay mantra
Introduction
Nitya karma—Aachaman, Gaayatri, Saraswati dhaayan, pranaam
Gurustotra
Shri Harismaran
Maa Durga kabach
PREPARATION
Swasti bachan
Sankalpa
Asana shuddhi
Jal shuddhi
Pushpa shuddhi
Kar shuddhi
Ghatsthaapan
Jagadguru Bandhanaa
Saamaanya Arghya stahapan
Maasbhakta Bali
Praanaayam
Bhut shuddhi
Naasyaadi Kriya
Bodhan
Adhibaash
MAA DURGA PUJA 1ST DAY Shoroshopachaar Puja (Main Puja---focus on Maha Saptami and Maha
Ashtami)
Gandha pushpe archanaa: Gurus, Shri Ganesh and Shibaadi, Aadityaadi, Indraadi, Baamanaadi,
sarba dev and sarba devi
Maa Durga Dhyaan –by all
Aabaahan
Chakshu daan---Maa Durga and aavaran devas-devies,
Praan pratishtha-- Maa Durga and aavaran devas-devies
Mahaa snaan –Maa Durga snaan, Nabapatrikaa baasini Maa Durga snaan,
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Bisheshaarghya sthaapan

Ganesh puja
Narayan puja
Shiva puja
Shoroshopachaar Maa Dura puja
Nabapatrikaa baasini Maa Durga gandha-pushpa puja
Kartika, Lakshmi and Saraswati puja
Bhogdaan
Other aavaran devataadi puja—Mahisaasur, Singha, Sarpa, Brisha, Musik, Mayur, owl, swan

12:00 NOON: PUSHPAANJALI
Pushpaanjali – by all
Pranaam – by all
Aarati –by all
Stuti – by all
12:30 PM MAA CHANDI PUJA
Maa Chandi puja – Maa Chandi dhyaan, puja, pushpaanjali, pranaam
Chandi Paath—Mahisaasur badh (Chandi chapter 3), Mahaa Maaya stuti, bardaan, kshamaa
praarthanaa
6:00 PM SANDHYAA AARTI
Nitya karma—Aachaman, Gaayatri, Saraswati dhaayan, pranaam
Jagatguru bandanaa
Shri Harismaran
Archana
Shitali nibedan
Aarati
Pranaam
Maa Durga stuti
7:00 PM Sandhya Aarati ends
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Sunday (focus on Maha Navami and Bejoya Dashami/Bishorjan)
Puja 10:30 AM – 12:00 NOON

Puspaanjali 11:30 AM. Bisarjan 12 Noon

10:30 AM BEGINNING
Ishtadevata Dhyaan –by all
Nitya karma—Aachaman, Gaayatri, Saraswati dhaayan, pranaam
Jagatguru bandanaa Harismaran
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MAA DURGA PUJA 2ND DAY
Mul ghate puja---gandhapushe archana, Gurus, Shri Ganesh and Shibaadi, Aadityaadi,Indraadi,
Baamanaadi, sarba dev and sabadevi
Ganesh puja
Narayan puja
Siva puja
Maa Durga dhyaan
Panchopochar puja— Maa Dura puja and Saraswati, Lakshmi and Kartik puja
11:30 AM PUSHPAANJALI
Pushpaanjali – by all
Pranaam – by all
Aarati
Stuti – by all
12:00 NOON BISHORJAN
Bishorjan
Sindoor ---Ladies
Shaanti
12:30 PM MAA DURGA PUJA (2018) ENDS FOR THIS YEAR.
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MAA SARASWATI PUJA FOR THE BENGALI ASSOCIATION OF
NEVADA (BANV)
-- Bimal Mukhopadhyay

PURPOSE, APPROACH AND PUJA STEPS
Introduction
This article summarizes the purpose of Maa Saraswati puja, our approach for the puja and the steps we use in
performing the puja in our BANV. The puja steps were developed largely based on the Purohitdarpan by Pandit
Surendramohon Bhattacharya (38th edition).
The article Why We Need to Worship Maa Saraswati, which was included in the first volume of Sphulinga
published by the Bengali Association of Nevada in 2012, summarizes our purpose of Maa Saraswati puja. A copy
of that article is attached as an addendum at the end of this article. Maa Saraswati is the Vedamata and the four
vedas constitute the repository of the of the unique knowledge of the creation, maintenance and dissolution of
the Cosmic Maya---the delusive playground of our Heavenly Father---our Creator. The planet earth, which we call
home, is an infinitesimally small part of this Cosmic Maya. This unique knowledge can be gained only by
developing our intuitive faculties (receptors of the true knowledge). These intuitive faculties can be developed
only by a shraddhaban tutored by a true master whose intuitive faculties are fully developed and is thus one with
the Creator Himself. The intuitive faculties perceive only the truth, the invariant truth ---the divine knowledge,
which was intuitively received by the ancient rishis from Ma Saraswati, is captured in the four vedas and was later
explained by Bhagawan Sri Krishna in the Bhagavat Gita.
The knowledge we develop from schools, colleges, universities is principally based on our five senses (eyes, ears,
noses, tongue and skin) reacting with the natural processes operating in the Cosmic Maya. The knowledge and
understanding based on our senses is only relative, progressive slowly with human development through
millenniums and therefore, the science-based knowledge remains variant.
The next section ----Shraddhaban lavote gnanam, provides additional discussion on Vedamata Saraswati,
shraddha, and how our children may enrich their education that they need to lead a wholesome life in the
material world.
The last section---Maa Saraswati Puja Steps, provides step-by-step description of the puja, which we use to
worship Maa Saraswati in the Bengali Association of Nevada. The description also provides the duration of each
of the principal categories the puja steps. Such breakdown of the categories and their duration allows the
individual participants to schedule their personal time for the puja day so they can attend the parts of the puja
they do not want to miss. For example, puspaanjali and aaarati appear to be two such principal parts. The detail
step-by-step breakdown of the puja also allows others to follow the puja as it progresses during the day.
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MA SARASWATI PUJA STEPS
PUJA INITIATION ACTIVITIES
40 minutes
Ista Devataa Smaran (~calling on the Guardian Angel)
Nitya karma: gayatri etc. (routine spiritual rituals) by the worshiper
Guru Bandanaa (salutation to the Spiritual Teacher)
Swastibachan (invocation)
Sankalapa (resolution)
Aatmasamarpan (surrendering self to Paramaatmaa for successful puja)
Purification Activities: aasanshuddhi, jalshuddhi, pushapashuddi, karashuddhi, bhutshuddhi;
anganyaas and karnyaas
Samanyaarghya sthapan
Worshiping (gandhapushpa daan) Ganesh, Shibaadi pancha devataas, Aadityaadi nabagrahras
Indraadi dashdikpaals, Matsyaadi dashavataars, and other deities.
MAA SARASWATI PUJA
50 minutes
Ghat sthaapan
Chakshu daan
Praan pratishtaa
Anganyaas,
Maa Saraswati dhyaan
Maanash puja
Bishesharghya sthaapan
Maa Saraswati dhyaan (repeating)
Maa Saraswati aabaahan (inviting the Divine Mother to the puja)
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Maa Saraswati puja—shorashopachaar (16 different offerings)
Bhog daan—aachamania, anna, byaanjan, paramaanna, jal, punaraachamania, taambul.
Naaraayan and Lakshmi puja; hansa (swan), veena, pen, books puja,
CLOSING CEREMONIES
30 minutes
Pushpaanjali
Prarthanaa
Pranaam
Aarati
Children’s study initiation (haate khari), if any parent requests.
Bisarjan
Addendum
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“প্রকৃ তির বন্ধন”

“পথের সঙ্গী”

--দীতি মুখ োপোধ্যোয়

--তবধ্োন চন্দ্র সোহো
“িু তম িোই িু তম িোই গ ো
আমোর পরোখনো যোহো চোয়”

এক শরখির সন্ধযোয় একটি পোত িোর বোসোয় উখে যোওয়োর পখে
গদ খি গপখ ো একটি োখে অধ্ধ স্ফূ টিি একটি কুঁ তে| পোত র
গচো পেখ ো গসই কুঁ তেটোর প্রতি| পোত প্রতিতদন একই পে তদখয়
উখে উখে িোর বোসোয় যোয়, কি োে আর কি ফু িোর
গচোখ পখর, তকনিু িোর গচো আকৃ ষ্ট হয় ওই তনবধোক কুঁ তে টোর
প্রতি| িোর পর গেখক পোত প্রতি সকোখ উখে উখে আখস আর
গসই োখের শো োখিই বখস েোখক| কুঁ তেটোর তদখক িোতকখয় েোখক, কখব
কুঁ তেটো ফু টখব িোর অখপক্ষোয়| আর তমতষ্ট কখর োন
গ খয় যোয়:
“এ ন ও গচনো গচনো আিখরর ন্ধ
একই গরোমোঞ্চ একই গরোমোঞ্চ
শুধ্ু আ োমী তদখনর ঝখের আভোস বখয় এখনখে “
ফু টি গফোটোর সময় হখয় গ খ
সুন্দর ো উজ্জ্ব রখের ফু খট
গরোদ্দুখর গযন ফু টি অখনখকরই
িোর আশপোশ তদখয় গুনগুতনখয়

ো| হঠোৎ একতদন পোত গদ খি গপখ ো
ওঠো ফু টি| জ্ব জ্বখ
গচোখ পখর, কি ভ্রমর এবং প্রজোপতি
যোয়|

আর গবচোরো পোত সোরোক্ষন োখের শো োয় বখস বখস ফু টির তদখক
দৃতষ্ট গরখ িোর তমতষ্ট সুখর োন গ খয় যোয়, আর সখন্ধয
হখ বোসোয় তফখর যোয় |

ক্লান্ত এ পথের শেথে
নিভৃ থে আজ একলা বথে
ভানব যখি নিথজর কো
নিথেব শয আজ নিলল কটা
চাওয়া পাওয়ার নিথেব নিথয়
জীবি শুধুই যায় গুনলথয়
োই শো আজজ নিনরথয় শেখা
শকাো শেথক শুরু একা একা
শেনেথির শেই নেিগুনল আজ
শযি েব ধূের শরখা
েবুও শেই শ াধুনল রথে
আবার শেথজ আপি িথি
িেু ি কথর শুরু করা
একা িয় .. সবোর সোখে
এক োথেই এ পগের চলা

“আজথে খুব অন্যমন্”
--শুথভন্দু চথটাপাধযায়
আজখক ুব অনযমন আজখক ুব একো
করিখ েতেখয় আখে টু কখরো ভো যখর ো
েুুঁ খয় েুুঁ খয় পে ত খয়খে পখের পোখশ নদী
ভোবতে বখস ঘর বোনোখবো েকখটো পোয় যতদ

ফু টি একতদন ঊষোর আখ োয় ঝখর পখর, এবং গকোেো গেখক দমকো
হোওয়ো এখস ফু টিখক ঊষোর গদখশ তনখয় চখ যোয়|

হোওয়ো তদ ধ্ু ই ভরো গচোখ র মোেো োক
পোত ডোকখে ইতষ্টকটু ম কটু ম বোতে যোক

পখরর তদন পোত তফখর আখস সকোখ , গসই োখের শো োয়| তকনিু
ফু টিখক নো গদ খি গপখয় পোত র ুব মন োরোপ হখয় যোয়| তকনিু
গসই মুহূখিধ পোত নো চখ ত খয় অখপক্ষো করখি েোখক আর গচো দুটি
বুখজ োইখি েোখক:

চো ফু টখে জখ র তভির হোতের তনখচই িোপ
িু তম আসখব িোই গরুঁখধ্তে গবগুন গপোেো ভোি

“বখেো আশো জোখ একবোর গিোমোয় গদত
কিকো গদত তন গিোমোয় একবোর গিোমোয় গদত ”
তকনিু তনয়তির গ ো, তক আর করো যোয়| গবচোরো পোত আর অখপক্ষো নো
কখর, সন্ধযোয় তনরোশ মখন িোর বোসোয় তফখর যোয়|

তদন েোখ ো তদন েোখ ো আকোখশ মু ভোর
বখসই আতে বখস রই বোনোখনো সংসোর
আজখক ুব অনযমন আজখক ুব একো
গিোমোর সখে আমোর প্রোখের কখি হখব গদ ো
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ভ্রম
-- চু মকী চট্টোপোধ্যোয
(Lipika Mukhopadhyay’s Sister)
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Gallery - Annual Picnic
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Wish you great success, health
and happiness on this

Durga Puja
Friday Dinner Sponsors

Manasi & Soumendra

Debashree & Darpan

Mookerjee

Sil

May Maa Durga Shower her Choicest Blessing
on you and your family on this

Durga Puja
Durga Puja Decorations By

Sumita Acharya

Prinita Kundu Basak
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Gallery – Durga Puja
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18159 Pioneer Blvd (222.38 mi)
Artesia, California 90701
Get Directions
(562) 865-5230
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Let’s Live
Bengali Tradition
in this
Festive Season

Sunday Lunch Sponsors

Sumita
Acharya

Shuktika
Chatterjee

Laboni R.
Karmokar
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Gallery – Rabindra Nazrul Sandhya
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Best Wishes for a great health
and spirit in the festive season of

Durga Puja
Dr. Arpita Basu
Kinesiology and Nutrition Sciences,
University of Nevada at Las Vegas
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Gallery – Saraswati Puja
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Executive Committee

Magazine Team

President

Lipika Mukhopadhyay

Concept & Review

Subhendu Chattopadhyay

Director

Joyati Goswami

Design

Secretary

Sutirtha Chatterjee

Treasurer

Sunil K Vasu

Communication &
Publication
Logo

Prinita Kundu Basak
Biswarup Kundu
Sutirtha Chatterjee

Cultural Event
Organizers

Shuktika Chatterjee
Sumita Acharya
Debashree Sil

দশমী গশখষ তবদোয় গব ো
ধ্ুনতু চ নোচ আর তসদুুঁ র গ ো
গচোখ র জখ তমতষ্ট মুখ
জোনোখবো তবদোয় এবোর মোখক
তবদোয় গশখষ গকো োকত
সব গভদোখভদ আমরো ভু ত
এটোই শুধ্ু মখন রখব

|| আেথে বের আবার িথব ||
-- তবধ্োন চন্দ্র সোহো

 ba.nevada@gmail.com
 https://bengalinv.org/


+1 (702)505-3779

Debraj Goswami

